
H-D ‘96-‘07 INSTALLATION

Summary of the installation. Revision 0, April 22, 2008
1. Check the contents of the FUEL Plus kit.
2. Remove panels for access.
3. Mount the display and run its wire into the fairing.
4. Connect to the fuel gauge and run the wiring to the side panel location.
5. Connect to the ECM (EFI Module).
6. Connect to the battery.
7. Connect the terminal strip.
8. Power up FUEL Plus, set the clock, and check signals.
9. Replace the removed components.

1. Packing list
Display enclosure. 24" red, black 6, lg. cable ties
Handlebar mount & hardware. 2, 18" black wires 6, sm.    “
Junction Board & sleeve w/Velcro 1, 18" blue 1, red T tap
16 pin terminal strip 1, 18" green 1, 14" sleeve
Operators Manual 1, 80" green w/sleeve 1, 17" sleeve 

5, 1/4" X 2" self fusing tape
Precaution to the installer.
These instructions are detailed to assist those owners that want to install their Fuel Plus but they
need to have enough knowledge and skill to complete a quality install.  Soldering to existing wiring is
required. Read and understand the complete instructions before deciding to do it yourself.  There are
seven connections to the bike. Four wires require soldering, two have terminals and one wire tap.

NOTE: The T tap has dielectric grease inside to protect the connection from moisture. Place the wire
across the two U slots and close.  The T tap accepts “plug in” blade connectors which allows the
service technician the ability to disconnect the FUEL Plus when diagnosing a problem.

2. Remove the following components to prepare for installation.
a. Seat.
b. Right side cover under the seat.
c. Disconnect the negative battery  cable.  PHOTO 6.  Make sure it can’t touch the battery post. 
d. Fuel tank cover.
e. Front fairing to access the wiring.

3. Mount the display. The bracket will mount on the
left or right side.  Use the supplied screws to mount the
bracket to the back of the Fuel Plus case.   DO not use
longer screws as they will damage the circuit board
inside. PHOTO 1

a. Mount the bracket for left or right side
placement by flipping the bracket over.

b. Remove the two handlebar clamp screws,
place the bracket on the clamp and replace the
screws.

c. Route the cable along the bar and inside the
fairing.  Tie as needed.



4. Connect to the fuel gauge.
a. Place a T tap on the yellow wire of the fuel gauge

connector. PHOTO 2
b. Plug in the yellow w/black sleeve wire to the T tap.
c. Route the yellow wire and display cable to the

main wiring harness where it passes the steering
head.  Leave enough slack for full unrestricted
swing of the bars.  Tie as needed. PHOTO 3

d. Lift the rear of the fuel tank and follow the harness
to the battery location.  Tie as needed.

e. Continue by going under the frame from the inside
then out into the side cover area.

5. Connect to the ECM.
a. Remove the ECM connector. Open the cover. 

Locate the four wires for connection using the
table below.   ‘96-‘01 PHOTO 4,   ‘02-‘07 PHOTO 3

The ECM may be referenced as the EFI control on
early models. Wire colors are (solid color/ stripe).

b. Strip about 1/8" of insulation off of the ECM wires.
Connect the 18" length wires to the ECM wires by 
wrapping the new wire around and soldering. 
Cover with the supplied self fusing tape. PHOTO 5

c. Close the connector cover and tie the cables as
needed.

CAUTION: Be sure the boot is placed back over the
connector on top of the ECM (‘96-‘01) as water will cause
it to mal-function should it get inside. 

6.  Connect to the battery.
a. Attach the red wire to the + battery terminal and

route the black and red wire through the 17"
sleeve.  Leave the black wire disconnected.

b. Bring the two wires to the side panel location
following the display cable route.



7. Connect the terminal strip.
a. Attach the wires to the terminal strip as follows.   “#”  is the terminal strip number in the table.

Strip
#

Fuel Plus
wire color

Bike wire color    ECM wire No.
                       ‘96-‘01  |  ‘02-‘07

PHOTO
#

Function

16 green white/green              8 | 33 5 Speed signal

15 NC not connected

14 black white/yellow           18 | 21 5 injector # 1

13 black green/gray             24 | 19 5 injector # 2

12 yellow yellow 2 tank float

11 red NA temperature # 1

10 white NA “   yellow tip

9 red NA temperature # 2

8 white NA “   yellow tip

7 black,
Shields

- battery terminal 6 Ground,
Temperature probe
shields.

6 red + battery terminal 6 Unswitched +12 volts

5 blue white/black          26  | 13 5 ignition/acc

2-4 NC not connected

1 NA Audible alert, 100ma

b. Bring the display cable to the Junction Board and plug it in.  The white connector on the end
of the cable has colored wires showing on one side.  That side goes next to the circuit board.
The connector is fragile so align it with care when plugging it in.  There is dielectric grease on
the pins of both connectors to keep moisture off of the connections.  Plug in the 16 pin
terminal strip making sure the pins line up and it goes in square with the socket.

c. Tie all the wires to the board by running a wire tie through the two large holes at the bottom of
the Junction Board. Pull this tie tight as it is needed to keep the white connector from pulling
loose.

d. Slip the clear sleeve over the Junction board putting the 16 pin terminal strip on the side with
the Velcro.  If the sleeve is cool it will be stiff.  Warm it if needed.  Tie the wires entering the
cover using the holes in the cover.

e. Clean the inside surface of the motorcycle side cover.  If there is any oil film use naptha or
lighter fluid to remove it.  Peal the release liner off of the Velcro and attach it as shown in
PHOTO 7.

f. Separate the Velcro hook and loop and work the adhesive onto the cover.



8. Power up, set the clock, and check signals. 

a. Connect the cables to the negative battery
terminal. FUEL Plus will come on with the red LED
on the display lit to indicate a power loss has
occurred.  It should be at the clock display flashing
12:00.  In the future if the battery is disconnected
for less than 12 hours the clock will still be correct. 
Should the clock stop it will flash 12:00 to let you
know to set it.  Setting the clock is required for the
system to work properly.  There are instructions
near the beginning of the Operation Manual to set
the clock.  The clock can be set now or done after
the following test.

NOTE: The following tests are not easily done if the bike cannot be put on a center stand with the
rear wheel free to turn.  Skip to step 9 to complete the install.  If after riding a few miles the
gauge does not drop from 100% or the miles from fill-up does not increase then do the tests.

b. Check out the speed and injector signals before closing up the panels.  Follow the flow chart
to get to the RANGE display.  Go to the GAUGE display and reset the tank to 100%.  Go to
the Sub functions and step through to DIAG.  Go two more steps to the wheel pulse (P  0). 
Start the engine.  The green LED on the junction board should flash as the rear wheel is
turned and the count on the display should increase.

c. Step one more on the display to the fuel remaining counter.  Read the count as it shifts left
and repeats.  It should be decreasing as the engine runs.

d. Next, step once to the “Test display”.  This next step goes to the FLAGS.  Touch & hold right
and immediately touch left.  This mode may be difficult to enter. The display goes blank until
you release.  Touch one more right to get to the second value.  There will be a number
displayed and when the engine exceeds 2000 RPM the number should decrease.  It should
increase when the RPM drops below 2000.  This checks to see if both of the injector signals
are good.  If you have to go above 4000 RPM then one of the black wires is not connected.
Turn the engine off.

e. Touch left to get back to the “Test display” box.  Touch left again to get back to the RANGE
display. The display will turn off within one to two minutes after the key is turned off.  Remove
the display’s protective plastic.

f. This completes the test.  If there are problems consult the Operation Manual troubleshooting
section.  If you need assistance call Electronic Resources. 

9. Replace the removed components.

a. Attach the Junction Board to the Velcro inside the side cover. Close up the panels in the
reverse order of removal.  Make sure the rider gets the Operation Manual.



If an update to FUEL Plus is needed the two connectors
are all that needs to be disconnected.  Send only the
Junction Board for software updates.

NOTE: The 16 pin terminal strip unplugs but is tight.  See
PHOTO 8 for a suggested method of releasing it.  With
the terminal strip down and closest to you, place your
thumbs on the raised part and push evenly and hard on
both ends.

When disconnecting, remove the terminal strip first then
the white connector.  When re-connecting the cables
connect the white connector first and the terminal strip
last.

The display and red LED will turn on and stay on for an extended time unless the ignition is cycled
on/off.

Contact us if you have questions.
Try FAQs on the web page www.fuelplus.com
david@electronic-resources.com
(405) 440-1795


